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“Artificial Intelligence is no match for natural stupidity”

Anonymous

With the rapid increase of computing systems, the boundaries 
of an organisation's IT infrastructure have expanded beyond the 
traditional physical space. Influx of mobile computing devices 
and the proliferation of mobile app based technologies have also 
increased the noise in the network exponentially. To pinpoint a 

Humans learn mainly through experience and observing 
patterns of events. Computers with their ability to crunch large 
numbers and carry out more calculations than a human could 
do, were promptly co-opted in this learning process. Pattern 
recognition has been employed in computer algorithms for quite 
some time now. What has really excited the cyber security 
community now is the availability of better computing power 
and, thus, the ability to develop robust mathematical models 
that can parse large unstructured data sets.
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At its most basic level, detection of malicious activity happens either by examining individual files or monitoring network traffic to gain 
a better idea of interactions between systems. This has till now primarily been done by comparing against a known signature set. If the 
cyber security professionals have to ramp up their capabilities to better protect their assets, they need better help than just signature 
based detection technologies. 
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based technologies have also increased the noise in the network exponentially. To pinpoint a malicious communication or a data 
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Making a new malware involves greater knowledge and resources in terms of money or time, with the uncertainty that the payoff may 
not be all that great. These resources are generally available to a state supported/sponsored organisation. Attackers generally tweak 
bits of a functioning malware to change its signature or to take advantage of a new vulnerability in the target system. Most malware, 
therefore, has traces of older framework or a piece of code that already exists.  While ML also looks for patterns it has been trained on, 
the added advantage of this approach is the flexibility it offers in detection. Signature based detection can be defeated by the attacker 
making a small change in the binary whereas ML based detection which looks for characteristics stands a better chance at catching 
hitherto unseen malware. ML algorithms also require frequent updates to their training datasets but their holistic view makes the 
attackers' lives a little bit more difficult. Greater noise in the system associated with an increase in the information assets used to be 
considered a problem earlier. There were greater chances of a malicious packet slipping past unseen in the background noise. This is 
no longer a disadvantage as the larger the dataset, the better trained ML algorithms would be. Google has utilised this technique of 
deep learning to sift out spam from legitimate emails for quite some time now. However, as with any technology, there are certain 
caveats associated with ML. One of these is the fact that attackers are also getting on the same band wagon. They are also employing 
ML algorithms to defeat CAPTCHA by using machine vision, for example. Another concern relates to data poisoning. If an attacker can 
figure out the training dataset of an ML algorithm, they can figure out how to insert misleading data that skews the results of the 
algorithm. We must understand that there is no real “intelligence”, just inferences from the available data and its correlation. ML 
algorithms, with adequate training on a large dataset, may have an apparent advantage over humans at determining the baseline or 
normal traffic/behaviour.  In case there are variations in this normal pattern, it is the human analyst that is indispensable in deciding if 
the variation is malicious or benign. ML algorithms would assist the human analyst make this decision faster and with a greater degree 
of certainty than before.  ML has provided the cyber security professional additional time that was earlier consumed by looking for 
patterns of abnormal behaviour.  

Some of the specific areas of cyber security that can benefit from the adoption of ML are:-

Ÿ Rapid incident detection is possible with ML algorithms aiding correlation, and enriching high-volume security alerts to bring 
clarity to incident detection across disparate systems.

Ÿ Incident response would also be accelerated by the use of ML assisted orchestration. Triaging incidents and even remediating 
tasks in an automated manner would shorten the incident response times dramatically.

Ÿ With better visibility over the organisation's IT infrastructure and a better understanding of interactions between various systems, 
cyber security professionals would be better placed to identify and communicate risks to the business.

Ÿ Enhanced situational awareness is another area that would benefit from the adoption of ML algorithms.

Most anti-virus products are signature-detection based and, therefore, limited in the ability to detect only the malware it knows about. 
Behaviour based detection does increase this detection capability, but not by much. Machine Learning (ML) algorithms train on large 
datasets to learn to distinguish between abnormal (malicious) events and benign ones. This algorithm then approaches the domain of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) once it develops the capability to extrapolate a new conclusion without a training dataset. For the moment 
though most anti-malware products utilise ML algorithms. We would therefore, focus on ML and its contribution to cyber security for 
the purpose of this paper and leave the discussion of AI to a later time when AI matures to a practical level.

Humans learn mainly through experience and observing patterns of events. Computers with their ability to crunch large numbers and 
carry out more calculations than a human could do, were promptly co-opted in this learning process. Pattern recognition has been 
employed in computer algorithms for quite some time now. What has really excited the cyber security community now is the 
availability of better computing power and, thus, the ability to develop robust mathematical models that can parse large unstructured 
data sets. With the rapid increase of computing systems, the boundaries of an organisation's IT infrastructure have expanded beyond 
the traditional physical space. Influx of mobile computing devices and the proliferation of mobile app based technologies have also 
increased the noise in the network exponentially. To pinpoint a malicious communication or a data packet within this large data flow is 
next to impossible by purely human efforts.

Ÿ It is equally important to understand that each of the areas listed above do not involve ML in isolation. The involvement of ML with 
its incremental information, greater efficiency and precision to the existing technologies is what would make the difference in the 
battle between good and evil.   
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on the same band wagon. They are also employing ML algorithms to defeat CAPTCHA by using machine vision, for example. Another 
concern relates to data poisoning. If an attacker can figure out the training dataset of an ML algorithm, they can figure out how to insert 
misleading data that skews the results of the algorithm. We must understand that there is no real “intelligence”, just inferences from 
the available data and its correlation. ML algorithms, with adequate training on a large dataset, may have an apparent advantage over 
humans at determining the baseline or normal traffic/behaviour.  In case there are variations in this normal pattern, it is the human 
analyst that is indispensable in deciding if the variation is malicious or benign. ML algorithms would assist the human analyst make 
this decision faster and with a greater degree of certainty than before.  ML has provided the cyber security professional additional time 
that was earlier consumed by looking for patterns of abnormal behaviour.  

Ÿ Enhanced situational awareness is another area that would benefit from the adoption of ML algorithms.
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Ÿ With better visibility over the organisation's IT infrastructure and a better understanding of interactions between various systems, 
cyber security professionals would be better placed to identify and communicate risks to the business.
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